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Archie App: Page Map
Home Screen
Welcome and
Intro Screens
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and/or Sign-in
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Archie Guide

Option 1: Find a
specialist

View List of
Recommended
Specialists

View Physician
Profiles

Intro screens:
We’re focused on using cost and quality data to guide patients to the best specialists

The name of the
app is “Archie.”
The user will swipe
through these
screens to get a
brief overview of the
app.
The user clicks on
“Get Started” to start
using the app.

Registration and Sign In Screens:
We want to authenticate users and create a secure, HIPAA compliant app

These screens
allow users to
register and
create an
account on the
Archie App.

How users get the data:
We ﬁrst get to know the user before sending a recommended list of specialists
The ﬁrst step is
to select “Find
a Specialist.”
This opens a
real time chat
with an “Archie
Guide” who is a
nurse on the
Archie team.

The Archie Guide
will get to know
the user before
making specialist
or specialty care
suggestions.
They will try to
understand their
needs and
situation and
preferences
during this chat.
We believe this
step of forming a
relationship is
essential in order
to establish trust
with the patient.

After the live chat,
the Archie Guide
will search our
specialist
database to
generate a list of
recommended
specialists, given
what we know
about the patient.
The Archie Guide
sends a link to a
screen containing
a list of specialists.

How users get the data:
List of recommended specialists
Here is the list of recommended
specialists that best match the
patient’s needs, preferences, and
goals.
We will use a combination of
available cost and quality data,
publicly available information, and
clinical advisors to generate this
recommended physician list.
In our user testing, we found that
users found it difﬁcult to make
decisions when too many options
were presented.
Also, showing cost data on this listing
page was confusing to the users
without the additional context of
quality data, physician location,
reviews and physician data. This is
why we show it on the next screen.

How the data is going to be used:
Specialist proﬁle screen helps patients choose the right specialist with cost/quality data
The “Top Section”
of the physician
proﬁle screen
shows basic
information about
the physician,
including a map of
their location.
We also show the
cost of the
procedure for the
patient based on
the estimated
episodic cost of
care.
Our user testing
revealed that
location and photo
were as important
as cost for
consumers in
choosing a
specialist.

The “MIddle Section” of
the physician proﬁle
screen shows how the
specialist ranks among
other physicians
performing the same
procedure.
We also explain how
we rank physicians
based on key quality
measures.

In the “Lower
Section” of the
screen we are also
showing patient
experience ratings
from other
sources.
Showing cost and
quality data
together on the
same screen in a
friendly, non
technical manner
will help patients
identify high
quality and lower
cost providers.

Thank you!
Please contact us if you have any questions:
tcheng@archwayha.com

